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AVEPOINT COMPLIANCE GUARDIAN
UNIFIED RISK MANAGEMENT
KEY USE CASES

DATA
DISCOVERY

DATA
CLASSIFICATION

Continuously identify, map,
and analyze data for alerts
of potential privacy, data
protection, or permissions
violations to resolve threats
before they become costly
ﬁnes.
Businesses can identify risk
of both content and context
to better sort and secure
every ﬁle, block
inappropriate content, and
protect valued assets.

DATA LOSS
PREVENTION

Standardize classiﬁcation by
automatically tagging new
and existing content based
on data, context, and
ownership.

Implement a plan of action
to proactively monitor and
secure data while enabling
a collaborative working
environment for end users.

Automated support for
risk-based classiﬁcation
empowers end users, saves
time, and reduces the
burden on IT resources
while allowing
administrators to
automatically enforce
permissions and information
governance policies.

Integrate content-level
scans with automated
tagging, classiﬁcation, and
neutralization of
potentially sensitive
documents, permissions,
policy enforcement, and
location-based mobile
access controls.

INCIDENT
MANAGEMENT

Quickly and eﬃciently
resolve issues with
security-trimmed and
pre-prioritized reports,
providing guidance to
content owners and
compliance teams to target
the most critical violations.
Empower your organization
to make risk-based
decisions on data
protection with
comprehensive evidence of
accountability.

ENSURE INFORMATION SECURITY ACROSS SHAREPOINT,
FILE SHARES, DATABASES, WEBSITES, OFFICE 365 & OFFICE
365 DLP FEEDS, EXCHANGE ONLINE & ON-PREMISE, BOX,
DROPBOX, SLACK, SKYPE FOR BUSINESS & YAMMER

www.AvePoint.com

With all-in-one scanning, reporting, and built-in issues resolution, AvePoint Compliance
Guardian helps you mitigate risk from the moment data is created through its entire lifecycle,
proactively monitoring and neutralizing violations of privacy, security, and compliance. AvePoint
Compliance Guardian provides individualized reports and dashboards surfacing only relevant
issues, automatically delegating violations to the right people so they can be addressed quickly.

KEY BENEFITS
DATA DISCOVERY
Map out data by ﬁle type, age, size, owners, ﬁle location, and sensitivity level to determine concentration of risk location and violation types
Identify privacy or information security violations in your ﬁles, and assign by role and ownership to establish accountability and visibility
Generate security-trimmed reports prioritized by criticality and concentration via risk heat mapping so the right people receive the right
information, and can act immediately

DATA CLASSIFICATION
Scan enterprise content in real time or on a schedule against out-of-the-box or customized check ﬁles based on regulatory and statutory
compliance—or your own policies—that include plain text search terms, regular expressions, and report criteria
Classify content with user-assisted or automated tagging via a Metadata Classiﬁcation Engine
Based on content classiﬁcation, assign permissions; route to the appropriate location; and block, delete, quarantine, encrypt, or redact sensitive
data to comply with information governance policies

DATA LOSS PREVENTION
Evaluate scan images, AutoCAD ﬁles, .zip ﬁles, and hundreds of other ﬁle types for privacy and information security issues
Provide sophisticated logic to associate a risk score with content using out-of-the-box algorithms
Tag content with embedded metadata via a Metadata Classiﬁcation Engine
Based on content classiﬁcation, delete, quarantine, encrypt, redact, anonymize, pseudonymze, or route the content to the appropriate
location to comply with information governance policies

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
Automatically block, quarantine, redact, encrypt, anonymize, pseudonymze and delete ﬁles containing sensitive information upon upload or
during a recurring or on-demand scan
Create alerts for the proper user or user groups to verify and conﬁrm the appropriate action to take around incidents
Role-based incident management maps content to roles—such as content creators, owners, compliance and legal teams, or user groups speciﬁc
to your organization—and automatically sends violations to assigned personnel
Sort ranked incident reports by ﬂexible risk calculation formulas along with visual heat maps of where the highest concentration of violations
exist and which ones occur most frequently
View and analyze violations and risk factors of the systems at high level through out-of-the-box, Power-BI-integrated dashboard charts
Correctly tag and classify content utilizing human assisted tagging—veriﬁed by automated checks—to meet stringent regulations
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